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Crawford Environmental Consultancy
Environmental claims can potentially cause devastating impact, both financially and reputationally, 
so you need to be sure that when environmental incidents such as oil contamination or chemical 
spillages happen, you are in the safe hands of experts.

At Crawford, our new environmental consultancy 
team (Crawford Environmental Consultancy – 
CEC) offers a brand-new, integrated approach to 
environmental claims management. Specifically 
designed to support the early response, 
investigation, and rapid and effective remediation 
of such claims, our team of in-house experts can 
guide you through the process with confidence.

With a fully integrated and strategic approach, 
this team of multi-disciplinary specialists provide 
independent and data-driven advice to our highly 
experienced Crawford environmental adjusting 
team from the outset. 

Our environmental consulting service is also able 
to help private and commercial customers including 
water utility companies, property contractors, 
land agents, infrastructure developers and fuel 
distributions companies with:

• Water level management plans

• Water quality investigations and improvement works

• Site investigations and audits 

• Due diligence surveys and site investigations

Through this approach, we can offer support 
across multiple key areas, including:

• In-house environmental expertise

• Technical data collection

• Design and implementation of strategic 
remediation strategies

• Guidance on environmental legislation

• Direct interaction with regulators

Thanks to our innovative project management 
model, the team will enhance our response to 
your claim, while reducing the claims lifecycle, 
improving the customer experience, and lowering 
associated costs.

Crawford Environmental Consultancy 
elevates our capabilities at every stage of an 
environment-related loss, helping shorten 
the claim process, lower expenditure, drive 
technical excellence and ensure outstanding 
customer service.

Matthew Renshaw, Head of Environmental Consulting

Perfect for:

• Proactively coordinating emergency responses

• Managing repair and remediation

• Controlling and containing costs

• Protecting your business and brand

• Preventing loss through training and advisement



Matthew Renshaw

Crawford Environmental Consultancy is 
headed up by Matthew Renshaw, a chartered 
geo-environmental scientist with over 22 years 
of experience within the environmental sector. 
Specialising in geological modelling, environmental 
risk assessments, site investigation techniques, 
environmental sustainability and land quality 
assessments, Matthew has worked on a range of 
projects including pollution response (small and 
large scale), contaminated land site investigations, 
plus oil spill investigation and remediation.

Meet the team

Alix Pitcher

Alix Pitcher brings to the team her an extensive 
knowledge of environmental consultancy. In past 
positions, she has worked on a range of projects 
from small scale domestic fuel losses to large scale 
train derailments and oil distribution incidents. 
Alix has also worked on major large-scale habitat 
enhancement projects, water level management 
plans, water quality investigations and improvement 
works, pre-purchase audits for commercial 
developers, plus due diligence surveys and site 
investigations for fuel distribution clients.

Why choose Crawford?

Fully integrated incident 
response secures optimal 
integration and sensitivity

Ability to scale up response 
to meet any incident / 
catastrophe

Access to full global Crawford 
network of specialist services 
and technologies

Market-leading, in-house 
network of environmental loss 
adjusters, scientists, and allied 
adjusting experts 

Experience and expertise ranging 
from localised environmental 
incidents to global, high-profile 
disasters for insurers, brokers, 
private and commercial clients

Omnichannel intake including 
custom integration with your 
ordering platforms 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, 365 days a year



For more information on Crawford 
Environmental Consultancy, please 
contact cec@crawco.co.uk or:

CRAW-CEC-BRO-USLETTER-WP-0422

Learn more at
https://www.crawco.co.uk/environmental-consultancy

About Crawford & Company®

For over 80 years, Crawford has led the industry through a relentless focus on people and the 
innovative tools that empower them.

9,000 employees  |  50,000 field resources  |  70 countries  |  $18B+ claims managed annually
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Head of Environmental Consulting
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